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THREE DRAGONS VIABILITY TOOL KIT 
 
NOTES 
 
SOS has arranged to test L&Q's claims and aspirations for their Walthamstow 
Stadium development against the 'three dragons' viability tool kit. This tool-kit is a 
checking mechanism approved by the Mayor of London and the GLA, used to verify 
the amount of affordable housing that developments, within the London area, ought 
to be able to bring forward. It is industry standard and accepted by all parties as the 
arbiter of these issues. It is used by planning authorities, RSL’s and Housing 
Associations, the GLA and the planning Inspectorate, and of course by L&Q 
themselves. 
 
When a developer (which L&Q is in this case) has publicly declared its intention to 
deliver 300 new homes, 50% affordable, the tool-kit can also be used to test the 
financial viability of the delivery of this vision. 
 
 
The tool-kit requires certain key data to be input, the assumptions we have made are 
set out below. If we have erred with our data, we have generally done so in favour of 
the L&Q position. Much of the input data is from Waltham Forest policy or L&Q 
statements made. 
 
The following informed assumptions have been made; 
 
1. The default value given in the tool kit for construction costs was accepted. This is 
the value which the tool-kit itself suggests is the correct build cost for the type of 
construction proposed. It is likely that the Walthamstow site would have a higher, 
more expensive build cost due to the listed buildings and the flood risk. Nevertheless 
we have used the lower default value. 
 
2. No grant funding assumed as understood to be the case. 
 
3. 50% affordable housing provision in a unit mix to align with Waltham Forest 
planning and housing department policies. L&Q is a preferred partner of Waltham 
Forest Council so it is reasonable to assume they will deliver in accordance with the 
council’s planning and housing department’s aspirations. 
 
4. Development to progress without any profit element to L&Q. This helps make the 
figures work better for L&Q. In reality they should be making profits. It is worth 
making the point here that if they are making no profit then effectively L&Q’s tenants 
are underwriting the risks of a speculative development. Is this a reasonable use of 
that money and the other public subsidy that L&Q have received over the years?  
 
5. Current Market values have been used to generate the values of the private for 
sale housing. These have been taken from recent comparables as published for 
adjoining sites in the last 4 months. 



 
6. The land financing costs used in the tool-kit allow for the 2 and a half years the 
site has been held to date and another 2 and a half years required to hopefully get 
permission and build the scheme. Given that an application has not yet been 
submitted this timescale is probably very optimistic. Again the longer it takes the 
more money is lost. 
 
7. Section 106 contributions are set at levels recently negotiated by Waltham Forest 
on similar schemes in the area. These are contributions needed to help support 
education and healthcare infrastructure required to support the new homes. 
 
Other issues; 
 
Even before the price L&Q paid for the land is taken into account, the tool kit shows 
a loss of millions of pounds. And the tool kit assumes they have planning permission, 
which they don’t. 
 
L&Q may suggest they could use the Government’s new Affordable Rent model to 
increase the rents to 80% of market rents which may help their viability a little (not by 
much). However this is something Waltham Forest Council has already said they will 
resist. 
  
A pdf of the tool kit summary is attached (detail pages are available on request). This 
relates to the assumptions as set out above. As you will see it shows that to deliver 
the 300 units (50% affordable), assuming L&Q make no profit (which they are 
actually supposed to try and do), that without grant funding L&Q will have to spend a 
further £6,680,000 on top of what they have already paid for the site. 
  
The above figure does not allow for the leisure centre / allotment / nursery costs. 
These elements, at best, will be revenue neutral so that their build costs also need to 
be taken into account, which will make it worse when added in. The leisure centre 
alone will be a significant drain on scheme viability. In addition to the basic build 
costs, L&Q would presumably also have to fund the fit out. Charitable leisure centre 
operators will typically require a dowry to cover the shortfall between revenue from 
the public and operating costs. If the council is not willing to fund this (highly likely 
given the public spending cuts) L&Q will have to pick up the tab. Again this could run 
to millions of pounds. 
 
The tool-kit calculation does not take account of holding costs to date except the 
interest on the money spent to buy the site. So security and empty rates etc. also 
need to be added in. These costs could easily add another £1m or more.  
    
  
Summary 
 
As can be seen above, the tool-kit demonstrates that L&Q would need to spend 
almost £7m to deliver their vision for the Walthamstow Stadium site. This is on top of 
the money they have already paid for the land. 
 



The above statement doesn’t take account of the any of the following which will all 
make the financial position worse; 
 
Leisure centre / Nursery / Allotment costs 
Holding costs to date and continuing 
Receipt of a planning consent for the scheme, which in light of the localism agenda 
and recent heritage asset designation by English Heritage looks a distant possibility. 
 
Given all the above why don’t L&Q accept Bob Morton’s offer. A £9m receipt now 
would recover 50% of what they wasted on the land purchase. Instead they seem 
intent in pursuing a development for which they will most likely not get planning 
permission, BUT even if they did it will end up costing a total of over £25m to deliver 
their scheme.  
 
L&Q may be a not for profit organization, set up to deliver affordable housing, but 
surely they cannot be allowed to willfully pour good money after bad in pursuit of an 
ill conceived project which was effectively doomed from the start? 
 
A loss of £9m if they sell to Bob against a loss of £25m plus to destroy a much loved 
local landmark, how can this be allowed? 
 


